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Georgia’s August PMI reading slipped to 45.4 primar-
ily as a result of weakness for New Orders and Production, 
which was partially offset by a strong improvement for 
Employment and an increase for Supplier Delivery Time. 

New Order’s 4.5 point decrease to 50 is the result of 14.8% 
more respondents reporting lower New Orders. Currently 
37.5% of respondents are reporting higher and lower New 
Orders. Production’s sharp 19.7 point drop to 41.7 resulted 
from 20.5% less respondents reporting higher Produc-
tion for a total of 25% reporting higher Production-18.9% 
more respondents reported lower Production for a total of 
41.7%.

Employment’s increase of 11.9 points to 43.8 was the 
result of 24.2% less respondents reporting lower employ-
ment. In other words the layoffs are slowing down. Cur-
rently only a total of 4.2% of respondents reported higher 
employment. Supplier Delivery Time increased1.7 points 
to 47.9 based on 3.8% more respondents reporting slower 
delivery and 5.7% less respondents reporting faster deliv-
ery. Since only a total of 8.3% report slower delivery and 
12.5% faster delivery it suggests there is not much change 
for the level of business in the transportation sector.

Finished Inventory decreased 1.7 points to 43.8. Cur-
rently 25% of respondents reported higher inventory and 
37.5% reported lower inventory. Commodity Price jumped 
15.2 points to 58.3. This is the first time since August 2008 
that Commodity Price recorded above 50. 

Overview:
Production’s sharp adjustment in August illustrates just 

how reactive these respondents are to month to month 
changes in New Orders. Employment’s increase is encour-
aging, but only because less respondents are lowering 
their work force. Employment remains very weak with only 
4.2% reporting higher employment. The rise in Commodity 
Prices is somewhat surprising with 20.8% reporting higher 
prices.

National PMI Report:
The National August PMI increased 4.0 points to 52.9. 

New Orders increased 9.6 points to 64.9. Production in-
creased 4.0 points to 61.9 points. Employment increased 
0.8 of a point to 46.4 points. Supplier Delivery Time in-

creased 5.1 points to 57.1. Finished Inventory increased 0.9 
of a point to 34.4 points. Commodity Prices increased 10 
points to 65 points.  

Eleven of the 18 manufacturing industries reported 
growth in July. The contracting industries were: Primary 
Metals; Plastics& Rubber Products; Furniture and Related 
Products; Wood Products; Food, Beverage & Tobacco Prod-
ucts; and Machinery.

Industrial Production Report:
The July Industrial Production Report reported an in-

crease of 0.5% for total production and an increase of 1.0% 
for manufacturing, its biggest increase since December 
2006. 

Manufacturing production’s strong increase is closely 
tied to July’s motor vehicle production increase of 20%. 
This resulted from auto manufacturers bringing plants 
back into production that was shut down. Excluding auto 
production manufacturing improved 0.2%, which is the 
first increase since October 2008. Of the major groups in 
this report consumer goods, business equipment, and ma-
terials increased 0.6, 0.5, and 0.8% respectively. Business 
supplies and construction supplies decreased 0.1 and 0.3% 
respectively. 

Motor vehicle production will probably also increase 
in August before its pace begins to slow. Third quarter 
production could end up increasing 2% if it maintains this 
pace. That compares favorably to the 10% contraction in 
the second quarter. Manufacturing capacity utilization in-
creased to 68.5% up from 68.1% for June, but stills remains 
at a historically low level.

Georgia versus the Southeast Survey:
August Southeast (SE) PMI and Georgia’s PMI moved 

in same direction. The SE’s PMI decreased 3.8 points to 
46.2 and is only .8 of a point higher than Georgia’s PMI of 
45.4. The weakness for Georgia and the Southeast PMIs 
were New Orders and Production. The SE PMI New Orders 
dropped 8.1 points to 51.1 and Production dropped 17.8 
points to 44.4. Employment increased 4.7 points to 45.6. 
Overall Georgia and the Southeast respondents are expe-
riencing similar conditions in their markets. 
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PRODUCTS WITH HIGHER PRICES
“Steel, petroleum based items, copper, aluminum, lead acid 

batteries, select aluminum, copper laden components, steel, 
steel is starting to inch up, solvents, steel sheet & pipe”

PRODUCTS WITH LOWER PRICES
“Tire, wheels, fasteners, glue, paper, chemicals”

ITEMS IN SHORT SUPPLY
“Some resins”

BUYING POLICIES
“Tightening safety stock levels to lower on hand inven-

tory”
“New lower cost sourcing and product deployment”
GENERAL REMARKS - Give your frank opinion on any 

conditions, local, national or international, that affect your 
purchasing operation or your company’s outlook

“Domestic and international order files/bookings remain 
weak to slight declines. Taking numerous steps assure opera-
tional efficiencies within our manufacturing processes”

“RFQ’s for Capital expenditures have increased with most 
company’s saying they will place orders in 2010 with delivery 
in 2011”

“Second dip…here we go”
“We had a tremendous July and August seems to be more 

leveled out”
“I believe steel increases are due to an uptick in orders be-

cause of low inventories at service centers and lack of actual 
demand may change the future expected increases”

“Sales sluggish, 2 employees term, 3 hourly workers cut 
back”

“Swine Flu risk management”
“Sales remain weak-do not expect improvement until 4th 

quarter”    

COMMENTS FROM SURVEY PARTICIPANTS REGARDING CONDITIONS THAT 
AFFECT PURCHASING OPERATION:

PMI Georgia, PMI Southeast, and PMI National 

PMI GA
PMI Southeast
PMI National

 Mar-09 April-09 May-09 Jun-09 Jul-09 Aug-09 Aug-Jul
 45.4 48.6 48.0 44.3 47.3 45.4 -1.9

 43.4 47.1 50.2 47.2 50.0 46.2 -3.8

 36.3 40.1 42.8 44.8 48.9 52.9 +4.0

 Higher Same Lower
New Orders  5.7 -20.5 14.8
Production -20.5 1.5 18.9
Employment -0.4 24.6 -24.2
Deliveries 3.8 1.9 -5.7
Finished Inventory 2.3 -8.0 5.7
Commodity Prices 16.3 -2.3 -14.0

Change In Percent of Georgia Participants Reporting Higher, Same and Lower
AUGUST - JULY

The Three Survey Comparison:
The August Georgia and SE PMIs are 7.5 and 6.7 points 

below the National PMI of 52.9 points.  The National PMI’s 
New Orders and Production account for the greatest differ-
ence between the National and the Georgia and SE PMIs. 

Comment:
The August PMI Reports for Georgia and the SE surveys 

further demonstrates how sensitive the respondents in 
these surveys are to month to month changes in New Or-
ders.
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